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This year is proving to be another

activists look for targets where there

issues, using Proxy Insight data, expert

fascinating one for all us proxy voting

is already a measure of shareholder

analysis and a headline interview with

watchers.

discontent - almost two-thirds had at

Alison Schneider of the Alberta

least one resolution at their 2014 AGM

Investment Management Corp is

In the US, proxy access has become a

receiving opposition of at least 10%.

sure to add to the growing literature on

juggernaut, with the coalition organized by

Of these companies, 66% had such

Canadian corporate governance.

the New York City Pension Funds largely

opposition to compensation and 65%

successful at the 75 companies where

had at least 10% opposition to at least

In the UK, WPP suffered only moderate

they submitted proposals. Proxy Insight

one board director. The message for

opposition (20%) to its Remuneration

has captured the vote results for Proxy

companies and their advisors is clear –

Report

Access proposals at 67 US companies

ignore even moderate opposition from

opposition to Sir Martin Sorrell’s

so far in 2015, and 40 have received over

your shareholders at your peril.

compensation.

Unsurprisingly,

50% support (including big names such

You will notice this edition of Proxy

opposed

Remuneration

as McDonalds, Coca Cola, eBay,
Chevron, ConocoPhillips and Hess).
On the other hand, proposals at firms
including Chipotle, Exxon Mobil and
Apple failed to receive 50% support.
Staying in the US, activist investor Trian
Partners lost its proxy battle with DuPont
despite seemingly widespread support in

“

as

Investors
really do make
their own
decisions on
proxy contests, rather
than blindly following
recommendations”

the run up to the vote, including from ISS

did

despite

the
Glass

some

very

Lewis,

public
PIRC
Report

while

ISS

recommended voting for the package,
despite describing it as “exceptionally
high”. Of note, Guy Jupp, Head of
Governance at Standard Life, attended
the meeting in person to speak against
the Remuneration Report.
The new Corporate Governance Code
has gone live in Japan. Intended to

and Glass Lewis - further evidence, if it

Monthly is focused on Canada, which

make companies more transparent and

was needed, that Investors really do make

is experiencing a highly eventful 2015

growth focused, in line with last year’s

their own decisions at proxy contests

proxy season. At the end of May, Proxy

Stewardship Code, this can only be

rather than blindly following their advisors

Insight

separate

good news, particularly as ISS is likely

as some would have us believe. A point I

Canadian companies with at least one

to recommend voting against director

have consistently made in this publication

management proposal receiving less

elections at any company that has a

is that investors have shown an incredible

than 80% support. These companies in

ROE in the last five years of less than 5%

divergence of opinion on dissident slates.

turn had 118 management resolutions

–a quarter of the 2,100 Japanese firms

receiving less than 80% support. Eight

it covers.

had

captured

66

On the theme of shareholder activism,

companies had resolutions with less

Proxy Insight carried out a study this

than 50% support, including on advance

Finally with the Proxy Season in North

month into 131 companies that have

notice

America and Europe drawing to a close,

received new demands from an activist

director elections.

by-laws,

compensation

and

so far in 2015 (a list provided by our

take a breath and what better time to
take a look at Proxy Insight! 

sister company, Activist Insight). Perhaps

Focusing on Canada is therefore very

unsurprisingly, the results imply that

timely, and our exploration of the key

Nick Dawson
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On target
An interview with Alison Schneider, Senior Manager,
Responsible Investment at Alberta Investment
Management Corporation (AIMCo)

A

s a $75 billion asset manager

The Canadian corporate governance

although they didn’t disclose what

representing clients ranging

regime is improving, and is ahead of

the metric was and later it became

from

to

the US in some ways, such as director

clear that there wasn’t one. This year,

special purpose government funds,

independence, and the separation of

the actual compensation policy is

corporate governance is of the utmost

Chair and CEO roles. Can we make

actually decent, but it doesn’t apply to

importance to the Alberta Investment

more improvements? Yes we can.

Thornton, so we couldn’t support it.

The Canadian
corporate
governance
regime is
improving, and is ahead
of the US in some
ways. Can we make
more improvements?
Yes, we can.”

I think that the company needs to

and there are increasing numbers

Compensation has clearly been an

We can vote for or against the proposal

of shareholder proposals each year,

issue for a number of Canadian issuers

itself, and we have voted against the

so we have lots to consider. There

in 2015. What are your views on this

Chair of the Compensation Committee

don’t seem to have been as many

area?

when we feel they have clearly missed

pension

funds

Management Corporation (AIMCo).
Alison Schneider is the Manager for
Responsible Investment, covering the
asset manager’s proxy voting policies
and sustainability reporting.
You must be busy with proxy season
going on around us. What are the big
themes at the moment?
It’s been a pretty busy season. Trends

“

have one person take overall charge.
Barrick continues to have governance
issues and I don’t think the copresident thing is working for them.
How far will AIMCo go in applying
pressure

to

companies

where

compensation is excessive or badly
designed?

tend to change just a little bit each year,

duplicative proposals this year, where

something. Unfortunately, companies

investors file the same proposal at

We

many different companies. It’s been

remuneration

will

rare to see that this year.

awards

a

interestingly
Most of our voting is fairly principles-

always

vote

when

D

or

Glass

against

Glass

lower,
Lewis

Lewis

don’t always disclose who is chairing
the committee.

although
doesn’t

“Approve Advance Notice Policy” and

necessarily recommend voting against.

“Shareholder Rights Plans (Poison

based, although of course we have to

Pills)” also feature in the top resolutions

reserve the right to vote on a case-by

This year the poster boy was Barrick

opposed by investors. Are Canadian

case-basis. AIMCo supported 36%

Gold again, which is a bit frustrating to

boards trying too hard to protect their

of shareholder proposals in 2014 and

see. Two years ago, we voted against

positions?

the level of support in 2015 is currently

the

running at over 50%. Moreover, we’ve

of the signing bonus, which was not

Perhaps.

voted on the management ballot 84%

tied to anything. Last year we actually

protectionism

of the time pretty consistently over

gave the company of the benefit of the

of activism we’re currently seeing in

the last few years. We always disclose

doubt when they said that [Executive

Canada is a wake-up call. It’s important

our votes, but only when doing so can

Chairman]

John

that boards are not asleep at the wheel.

no longer influence others.

remuneration was tied to performance,

compensation

policy

because

Thornton’s

Maybe

there

involved.

is

some

The

wave
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“THE INABILITY TO VOTE AGAINST DIRECTORS
HAS BEEN A SOURCE OF FRUSTRATION”

“

We didn’t want
a differential of
incentives in
the boardroom
[at Agrium in 2013].”

Are you broadly supportive of the work

Where we see a mean of more than ten

activists are doing?

years tenure, we may withhold on the
Chair of the Nominations Committee.

It depends. I can’t say they are all a

That’s not to say someone shouldn’t

force for good, although overall boards

be on the board that long, if they can

realize they have to work harder

add value.

because of the threat of activism.
Is the push for greater gender diversity
In 2013, we voted with Agrium against

starting to have an impact? What are

JANA Partners, because we were

we likely to see next?

concerned about the activist’s proposal
to pay its nominees separately. We

It is certainly starting to have an impact.

didn’t want a differential of incentives

Two years ago, only 10% of directors

in the boardroom. This year, we might

were female, whereas now I think

have sided with the ISS/Glass Lewis

we’re up to 17%. The current system

recommendation to withhold votes

of ‘comply or explain’ is basically

from the directors of Tempur Sealy

normative, but I’m not sure change will

before speaking with H Partners. We

happen quickly enough without terms

just didn’t feel they had a good strategy

to support board refreshment.

for creating value there.
One thing I would note is that AIMCo
That said, we voted for a shareholder

has recently set up a working group,

Agrium

with male and female members to look

requiring an independent assessment

into the issue and we have written

of

a letter to the Ontario Securities

proposal
the

this

year

company’s

at
human

rights

responsibilities connected to its work

Commission.

in the Western Sahara [the proposal
was defeated]. We’d quite like to meet

The Canadian Coalition for Good

with John Chevedden, who seems to

Governance has recently come out for

issue so many proposals, which are

Canada having its own version of proxy

often exactly what we’re thinking!

access. Do you see this as a good thing
and do you see it happening quickly?

After Compensation issues, Director
Elections have received the most votes

We

support

the

three-and-three

against since the start of 2014. Why do

version of proxy access (which allows

you think this should be the case?

shareholders which own at least 3%
of the company’s shares for at least

This year the inability to vote against

three years). We are starting to see

directors (we can only withhold) has

it, and what happens in the US does

been a source of frustration. When

usually influence what happens here.

not everybody on the board is up for
election, we may need to vote against

Thank you, Alison. 

the Chair of the board, or in extreme
circumstances, against all the directors
who are up for election.
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Don’t
leave it to
chance

Proxy Insight has all the
intelligence you need for a
successful shareholder vote.
Understanding who votes, how
and why puts you in control—so
don’t leave it to chance.



www.proxyinsight.com

Oh, Canada
Proxy Insight looks at the latest voting trends in Canada,
highlighting the controversies and pitfalls in today’s
corporate governance landscape.


The increase of shareholder activism

most likely to vote against option plans in

board are truly egregious).” Instead, he

coupled

investors

Canada were all Canadian investors. NEI

argues that this years’ opposition “is

more willing to voice their concerns at

Investments, which topped the list, voted

a culmination of two years of concern

shareholder votes is having a significant

against stock options 100% of the time.

where the board has not been responsive

with

traditional

effect on Canadian issuers.

With so

or responsive enough to shareholders.”

much demand for the Proxy Insight

Victor Li, from proxy solicitation firm

The data seem to agree. Of the meetings

service in Canada we thought it would

Kingsdale

Services,

that have been held so far this year, 82%

be worth taking a look at the voting

suggests that “compensation concerns

of companies that had more than 10%

trends and asking some of our expert

are rarely a one-year affair (unless the

opposition to their say on pay also had

clients for their commentary.

compensation decisions made by the

more than 10% opposition in 2014.

Compensation

“Say on Pay” rebellions, 2015

Shareholder

Issuer

Meeting date

failing to pass their say on pay already

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited

01 May

22.84

this year, it is hardly surprising that

Baytex Energy Corp

12 May

18.09

Cenovus Energy Inc

29 April

14.26

Enerflex Ltd.

07 May

12.63

Franco-Nevada Corporation

06 May

13.92

suggests this is because “Investors

Goldcorp Inc.

30 April

10.79

are increasing the level of scrutiny of

Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc.

07 May

15.53

executive compensation and performing

New Flyer Industries Inc.

07 May

15.81

more detailed analysis than they have in

Penn West Petroleum Ltd.

13 May

26.27

previous years.”

Thompson Creek Metals Company Inc.

07 May

32.97

Ultra Petroleum Corp.

21 May

10.89

With a number of high profile companies

executive

compensation

is

one

of

the proposals most voted against in
Canada. Penny Rice, of shareholder
communications

firm

Shorecrest,

Stock options are clearly a thorny issue
for Canadian investors. The five investors

Anti-option investors
Investor

% against

NEI Investments

100.00

Ontario Public Service
Employees’ Union
(OPSEU Pension Trust
(OPTrust)

97.89

British Columbia
Investment Management
Corporation (bcIMC)

94.44

Desjardins Investments
Inc.

87.30

RBC Global Asset
Management, Inc.

79.09

Votes
Against (%)

“Say on Pay” rebellions, 2014
Issuer

Meeting date

Votes
Against (%)

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited

02 May

23.14

Baytex Energy Corp

15 May

18.46

Cenovus Energy Inc

30 April

12.00

Enerflex Ltd.

16 April

N/A

Franco-Nevada Corporation

07 May

4.80

Goldcorp Inc.

01 May

25.20

Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc.

08 May

10.50

New Flyer Industries Inc.

08 May

13.30

Penn West Petroleum Ltd.

04 June

13.41

Thompson Creek Metals Company Inc.

13 May

22.52

Ultra Petroleum Corp.

20 May

13.25

“SEVERAL ISSUERS HAVE RESPONDED TO LOWER THAN
ANTICIPATED SUPPORT, NOT BY CHANGING THEIR
PLANS, BUT THE WAY THEY COMMUNICATE”
-PENNY RICE
Li also suggests that some of the
recent

investor

aggression

over

Select activist campaigns, 2015

executive pay has been misplaced.
“We have seen situations where a
company has performed well and a
CEO was rewarded, yet shareholders
voted against the compensation plan,”
he says. “The definition of ‘pay for

Activist

Issuer

Outcome

West Face Capital

Gran Tierra Energy, Inc.

Compromise/Settlement

George Christopoulos

AlarmForce Industries Inc.

Activist’s objectives successful

LAIG Oil Investments

Crown Point Energy

Activist’s objectives successful

performance’ may diverge between
shareholders and issuers and both
understand it a little bit differently. For

According to Activist Insight, activists

company’s usual slate,” Monteiro adds.

example, many shareholders say they

have been partially successful in 63%

Often referred to as a response to the

don’t want a company structuring a

of all proxy contests there since the

drive for ‘proxy access’ in the US, the

compensation plan in such a way that

beginning of 2010. That makes it worth

CCGG proposals allow shareholders

it encourages a CEO to pursue a short-

starting preparations for an activist

who own 3% or more of a stock to

term pop in the stock [but] when the

early. “Any issuer who has gone to battle

propose new directors.

CEO is making all the right decisions

will tell you one lesson learned is the

now that will set the company up for

importance of maintaining an ongoing

Director elections have also come to the

success in the long term, shareholders

open

shareholders,”

fore recently thanks to the introduction

say they don’t want to pay for that until

added DF King’s Susy Monteiro.

of majority voting provisions for Toronto-

the stock shows that those decisions

“Issuers

proxy

listed issuers. Moreover, according to

were the right ones.”

contests with increased appreciation for

Rice, TSX issuers are now required to

dialogue
come

with
away

from

an active shareholder communication

issue a press release with the outcome

Rice said some of the blame lay with

and engagement program.” Li agrees,

of their elections: ”With this information

the

companies,

suggesting a good look at your issuer’s

out there publicly, most directors do not

lower

governance profile and implementing an

want to see a large withhold vote.”

than anticipated support levels, not

advance notice by-law, if the company

by changing their plan but changing

hasn’t already.

issuers

have

however.

responded

“Several
to

Having looked at the voting results

the way that they communicate that
plan to shareholders. It is important

in Canada, of those companies that
Director Elections

received votes against greater than 10%

to clearly demonstrate how their key

on Say on Pay resolutions, almost half

performance measures are used and

Another set of proposals showcasing

also received greater than 10% votes

linked to support their strategy and long

high levels of opposition in Canada are

withheld on one or more directors (see

term growth.”

director elections. Both Monteiro and

next page). At Agnico Eagle Mines

Li agree that the backlash has much

Limited, one Canadian company that

to do with compensation, as well as

received significant votes against on

general frustrations boiling over. “The

director elections and say on pay, the

lack of alternatives to [management]

rationale offered by the Tennessee

board

Activist Investing
Activist investors have found Canada

“

to be a relatively happy hunting ground.

The lack of
alternatives
to board
nominees
compounds the
frustration and leads to
more negative voting.”

the

Consolidated Retirement System

frustration and leads to more negative

certainly seemed to support this, the

voting,” says Monteiro. But a partial

pension fund citing “compensation

solution may be on the horizon. “It is

issues” as the reason for voting against

noteworthy that CCGG [the Canadian

Robert Gemmell, Chair of Agnico’s

Coalition for Good Governance] is

compensation committee.

nominees

compounds

pushing for changes to the nomination
process with a view to making it easier
to have additional nominees beyond the
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“ISSUERS COME AWAY FROM PROXY CONTESTS WITH
INCREASED APPRECIATION FOR AN ACTIVE SHAREHOLDER
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM.”
-SUSY MONTEIRO
Meetings with greater than 10% opposition to say on pay & director elections
Issuer

Meeting date

Resolution text

Votes For
(%)

Votes
Against (%)

Abstained/
Withheld(%)

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited

02 May, 2014

Elect Director Robert J. Gemmell

83.99

0.00

16.01

Atlantic Power Corporation

20 Jun, 2014

Elect Director Barry E. Welch

83.81

0.00

16.19

Atlantic Power Corporation

20 Jun, 2014

Elect Director Holli C. Ladhani

84.33

0.00

15.67

Atlantic Power Corporation

20 Jun, 2014

Elect Director Irving R. Gerstein

83.88

0.00

16.12

Atlantic Power Corporation

20 Jun, 2014

Elect Director John A. McNeil

84.52

0.00

15.48

Atlantic Power Corporation

20 Jun, 2014

Elect Director Kenneth M. Hartwick

83.98

0.00

16.02

Atlantic Power Corporation

20 Jun, 2014

Elect Director R. Foster Duncan

84.12

0.00

15.88

AuRico Gold Inc.

09 May, 2014

Elect Director Mark J. Daniel

80.64

0.00

19.36

Baytex Energy Corp

15 May, 2014

Elect Director John A. Brussa

73.65

0.00

26.35

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

24 Apr, 2014

Elect Director Leslie Rahl

85.09

0.00

14.91

Energizer Resources Inc

16 Dec, 2014

Elect Albert A. Thiess, Jr.

70.53

0.00

29.47

Energizer Resources Inc

16 Dec, 2014

Elect Craig Scherba

78.78

0.00

21.22

Energizer Resources Inc

16 Dec, 2014

Elect John Sanderson

65.14

0.00

34.86

Energizer Resources Inc

16 Dec, 2014

Elect Richard Schler

73.43

0.00

26.57

Energizer Resources Inc

16 Dec, 2014

Elect V. Peter Harder

65.13

0.00

34.87

Kinross Gold Corporation

08 May, 2014

Elect Director Ruth G. Woods

80.85

0.00

19.15

Manulife Financial Corp

01 May, 2014

Elect Director Scott M. Hand

88.82

0.00

11.18

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director Adrian Loader

77.54

0.00

22.46

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director Bernard Michel

72.87

0.00

27.13

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director David V. Pathe

82.17

0.00

17.83

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director Edythe A. (Dee) Marcoux

72.80

0.00

27.20

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director Harold (Hap) Stephen

82.03

0.00

17.97

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director Lisa Pankratz

77.75

0.00

22.25

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director R. Peter Gillin

77.55

0.00

22.45

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director Sir Richard Lapthorne

77.41

0.00

22.59

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Elect Director Timothy Baker

77.58

0.00

22.42

Trican Well Service Ltd.

08 May, 2014

Elect Director Douglas F. Robinson

79.63

0.00

20.37

Issuer

Meeting date

Resolution text

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited

02 May, 2014

Atlantic Power Corporation

Votes For
(%)

Votes
Against (%)

Abstained/
Withheld(%)

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

76.86

23.14

0.00

20 Jun, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

84.73

12.49

2.78

AuRico Gold Inc.

09 May, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

68.45

31.55

0.00

Baytex Energy Corp

15 May, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

81.54

18.46

0.00

Canadian Imperial Bank od Commerce

24 Apr, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

1.63

97.53

0.84

Energizer Resources Inc

16 Dec, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

78.80

20.02

1.18

Kinross Gold Corp

08 May, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

74.75

25.25

0.00

Manulife Financial Corp

01 May, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

89.46

10.54

0.00

Sherritt International Corp

06 May, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

52.23

47.76

0.00

Trican Well Service Ltd.

08 May, 2014

Advisory Vote on Executive Compensation

82.78

17.22

0.00
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KNOWLEDGE TO POWER SOLUTIONS
Together D.F. King Canada and CST Trust Company (CST)
offer clients and the market extensive value-added services
with industry-leading expertise.
D.F. King Canada’s continued focus on the growing needs
of issuers and shareholders has changed the landscape in
the shareholder servicing industry. D.F. King Canada and
its affiliates offer an enhanced set of solutions, along with
a broad array of specialized advisory services from proxy
solicitation to corporate governance and corporate actions.
Our comprehensive services include:
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• Shareholder Analysis
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• Shareholder Activism
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• Ownership Intelligence Solutions
• Call Centre Services

solutions
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results
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“POLICIES ON GENDER DIVERSITY ARE INCREASINGLY
BECOMING A TOPIC OF DISCUSSION AND FOCUS”
-PENNY RICE
Diversity
“Policies

on

increasingly

gender
becoming

diversity
a

topic

are
of

discussion and focus,” says Rice.
But as yet they have produced few
revolts against director elections, even
if ISS has a specialty policy targeting

Shareholders most likely to reject advance notice
bylaws
Investor

Votes against (%)

HSBC Canada

29.41

Bessemer Investment Management

23.93

Florida State Board of Administration

19.35

boards with no women on them at all.

Dimensional Fund Advisors

17.89

According to Kingsdale’s Li, having a

Canada Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB)

16.55

written policy is “mainstream” for large-

Massachusetts Pension Reserves Investment Management (PRIM)

16.05

cap Canadian companies, but where

Wells Fargo Advisors

16.00

self-imposed targets exist, they are

Ontario Public Service Employees Union (OPSEU) Pension Trust (OPTrust)

14.93

“only an inch away from where these

Desjardins Investments Inc.

14.75

Los Angeles City Employees Retirement System (LACERS)

13.70

companies currently are, and therefore
not viewed as ‘aspirational’.”
Nonetheless, Rice says issuers which

of the advance notice provision at a

not seen any increase in shareholders

haven’t already will soon have to start

shareholder meeting, if some of your

voting against the poison pill,” he says.

considering the issue seriously. “Seven

largest

stricter

“In fact, we believe there will be another

of the provinces have a gender diversity

guidelines on voting regarding advance

round of innovation in poison pills in

requirement in place that requires a

notice provisions, then proxy advisor

Canada and ISS may soon establish

comply or explain, it is generally thought

support may not be enough.”

the standards for ‘newer generation’

shareholders

have

if there is no general changes in the
diversity of boards in the next few years

shareholder rights plans.”
Poison Pills
At Gildan Activewear last year, a

that requirement could move to a quota
requirement in the next few years,” she

Poison

being

poison pill proposal, received 17%

notes.

reviewed by the Canadian Securities

votes against. bcIMC, which voted for

Administrators
Advance Notice

pills

regulations

are

being

currently
(CSA)

and

proposed

new

the proposal, said the proposal “meets

would

‘new generation’ guideline requirements

require bidders to receive tenders of

for protection of shareholders,” whereas

One of the most commonly voted-

more than 50% of the outstanding

OceanRock Investments, rejected

against proposals in Canada is advance

securities, bids to be extended an

the plan. It said “This plan requires

notice policies. The policies were

additional 10 days after the minimum

permitted bids to stand for a minimum

originally endorsed by ISS and Glass

tender requirement is met and a

of 60 days... considerably longer than

Lewis but the pair have since become

minimum deposit period of 120 days.

the 35 days required by law, and is likely

more cautious as issuers worded

“It will be interesting to see how

to discourage takeover bids that could

their policies vaguely in order to turn

shareholder rights plans will evolve or if

benefit shareholders.”

them into anti-takeover devices. Says

they are even put in place in the future,”

Monteiro “ISS and GL have amended

says Rice.

their position on these policies and a lot

Clearly there is dissent among Canadian
investors as to the best approach to

of issuers have not caught up with the

While the average support for poison

poison pills. Although dissenters from

disclosure and have fallen offside.”

pills in Canada is 94%, some companies

the norm are at least consistent: six of

see a much higher level of opposition.

the top ten investors most likely to vote

Moreover, it is not just the proxy

At Pacific Rubiales Energy this year,

against poison pills are also among the

advisers who set the tone. According

25% of shareholders voted against the

ten most likely to vote against advance

to Li, “While pleasing proxy advisors

poison pill. Even so, Li is skeptical that

notice policies.

is one method to secure the passage

there will be an anti-pill trend. “We have
10

“IF YOU SPEAK TO THE ISSUER COMMUNITY THE CSA
GUIDELINES HAVE FALLEN VERY SHORT OF WHAT THEY
WERE HOPING WOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED”
-SUSY MONTEIRO

Proxy advisers

Shareholders most likely to reject poison pills

The CSA have recently published

Investor

guidance for proxy advisory firms.

Votes against (%)

HSBC Canada

83.05

AllianceBernstein LP

65.63

Canada Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB)

29.41

have fallen very short of what they

Bessemer Investment Management LLC

28.85

were hoping would be accomplished”.

California State Teachers’ Retirement System

24.79

Issuers seeking direct regulation are

Florida State Board of Administration

20.88

likely to be disappointed in the short-

Dimensional Fund Advisors, Inc.

18.86

term, says Rice. “However, I think it will

Desjardins Investments Inc.

14.29

remain a topic of discussion.” 

National Bank of Canada

14.29

JPMorgan Investment Management, Inc.

13.46

The guidance is only advisory – as
Monteiro says, “If you speak to the
issuer community the CSA guidelines

www.kingsdaleshareholder.com
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News summary
A round-up of the latest developments in proxy voting


ISS & GL oppose Google directors

you probably aren’t a very good investor,

transparent, growth-focused companies

either. And you do. Believe me. I know

to the Japanese stock market, force

Three directors at Google were re-

some of you here do it because you’re

management to reduce assets sitting idle

elected despite proxy voting advisers

lazy.” At JPMorgan’s AGM last week

on their balance sheets, and increase

recommending shareholders withhold

38.1% of shareholders voted against the

dividends. Many companies have already

ISS

company’s executive compensation, in

made changes such as adding outside

line with recommendations from ISS and

board members or promising to improve

their

votes.

shareholders

recommended

withhold

on

the

compensation committee members due
to its payment of $100 million in restricted
stock grants to Executive Chairman Eric
Schmidt last year, as well as $123 million
in stock grants to Omid Kordestani,
who joined as Google’s new chief
business officer in August.
Glass Lewis meanwhile recommended
votes be withheld from two directors over
payments to connected parties. The tech

“
Glass Lewis.

God knows
how any of you
can place your
vote based on
ISS or Glass
Lewis. If you do that,
you’re just irresponsible”

Wal-Mart appoints new Chairman

company gave a $2.3 million donation to
Stanford University, where director John

shareholder returns. If the spirit of the
code is upheld by management teams
and enforced by shareholders, the code
will bring significant change. Anticipation
of the changes helped to drive the
Japanese stock market to its highest
level in almost 20 years.
ISS opposes Japanese executives
ISS is

recommending

shareholders

vote against executive directors at any
Wal-Mart Stores has announced that

Japanese companies with an average

Hennessy is President, and bought

Rob Walton will step down from his

ROE for the past five fiscal years of less

Nest Labs for $2.3 billion in 2014, where

role as Chairman of the board and be

than 5%, unless the company surpassed

director John Doerr owned a 10% stake

replaced by his son-in-law, Vice Chairman

that target in the most recent year.

through his company KPCB. “We view

Greg Penner. Walton, who has been

That could mean over a quarter of the

such relationships as potentially creating

Chairman since 1992, will continue to

2,100 firms ISS covers face negative

conflicts for directors, as they may be

serve on the board as a director.

recommendations. The proxy adviser is

forced to weigh their own interests in

also adjusting its guidance to incorporate

relation to shareholder interests when

The move comes as the retail giant has

government policy on bringing more

making board decisions,” Glass Lewis

been under intense pressure from several

outsiders on to supervisory boards.

said in its report.

big shareholders, including BlackRock,
to overhaul its board by appointing an

Dimon criticizes investors

ISS opposes Toyota share issuance

independent Chairman. However, it is
unclear whether the change will satisfy

ISS is

Jamie Dimon, the Chairman and

the dissident shareholders, given that the

of Toyota Motor Corp vote against

CEO of JPMorgan Chase, described

role remains in the hands of the founding

the company’s planned issuance of

investors

family.

¥500 billion ($4 billion) as a new share

who

routinely

follow

the

recommendations of ISS or Glass

recommending

shareholders

class, after saying the company hadn’t

Lewis as lazy and irresponsible. “God

Japan launches new corporate

explained how the move would benefit

knows how any of you can place your

governance code

common shareholders. The new type of

vote based on ISS or Glass Lewis,”

stock, known as “Class AA”, is designed

Dimon reportedly said. “If you do that,

Japan has a new corporate governance

to act like a convertible bond but has

you are just irresponsible, I’m sorry. And

code, designed to introduce leaner, more

voting rights.
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“THE CO-CEOS OF DEUTSCHE BANK RESIGNED,
AFTER A STORMY ANNUAL MEETING, REGULATORY
PRESSURE AND TROUBLE WITH LOCAL UNIONS”

Investor revolt expected at WPP

“We find that the balance of arguments

specialist and former UBS CFO John

are clearly in favor of a policy requiring

Cryan. According to a statement from

Advertising giant WPP is expected to

each board candidate to be a separate

Deutsche Bank, Anshu Jain will leave

see significant opposition at this year’s

voting item, with individual count at the

the bank at the end of June, while

annual meeting due to the pay package

shareholder meeting and subsequent

Jurgen Fitschen will stay on until after

of CEO Martin Sorrell. Sorrell is set

disclosure

next year’s annual meeting. Shares in

to receive £43 million in total, including

investment manager added.

£1.1 million base salary, a £456,000
pension

contribution,

short-term

incentives of £3.5 million and longterm awards of £36 million. On top of
this he receives £453,000 of benefits,
including his wife’s travel expenses,
an accommodation allowance and
undisclosed other expenses.
Last year 27% of investors failed to
support the company’s remuneration

of

vote

statistics,”

the

Deutsche Bank rose sharply as the

“

news broke.

Norges has
threatened to
vote against
entire boards
at companies with
bundled resolutions”

Last month, nearly 40% of shareholders
refused

to

grant

the

company’s

directors release from personal liability
at Deutsche Bank’s annual meeting,
following increased fines over the bank’s
role in the LIBOR scandal. However,
it was reported that Jain decided his

Legal & General requests an end to

inability to speak fluent German and

quarterly financial report

clashes with trade unions over job cuts

policy. Since then, WPP has increased

had contributed to his decision that the

43%.

Legal & General has written to the

bank would be better placed to take

Standard Life’s Head of Governance

UK’s largest 350 listed companies,

forward its new strategy with a different

and Stewardship, Guy Jubb, will be

asking

quarterly

leader. Separately, Fitschen had been

traveling from Edinburgh to WPP’s

financial reporting. The investor said

implicated in the collapse of Germany’s

meeting in London to speak to outgoing

it was worried the practice would

Kirch media empire and is on trial for

chairman Phil Lader in person over its

steer management to focus more

giving false testimony.

pay practices.

on short-term goals and away from

Sorrell’s

total

package

by

future
NBIM opposes bundled elections
Norges

Bank

Investment

them

business

to

stop

drivers.

The

UK

Tap Oil gets first strike

ended requirements for mandatory
financial reports every three months in

Tap Oil received its first strike after

November 2014.

38% of shareholders voted against its

Management (NBIM), pension fund

remuneration report. Under corporate

administrator to Norway’s central bank,

“For many businesses, we believe,

laws in Australia, a protest of 25% or

has threatened to vote against entire

reducing the time spent on frequent

more against the remuneration report

boards at companies with bundled

reporting could help management to

attracts a first strike, which if repeated

resolutions. NBIM said “In cases

focus more on long term strategies and

at next year’s AGM will force the entire

where votes are effectively bundled,

articulate more on market dynamics

board to put itself up for a shareholder

we may need to vote against the board

and innovation drivers that will enhance

vote.

slate if we have serious concerns with

their performance over time,” said L&G

include 35% of votes against the re-

individual board candidates”.

CEO Mark Zinkula. “Some companies

election

have already chosen to discontinue

Doug Schwebel and the renewal of

Despite bundled elections still being

quarterly reports and we are supportive

Tap’s proportional takeover provisions.

common in certain markets such as

of their actions.”

The takeover resolution required the

Brazil, Indonesia and South Korea,
NBIM

said

proper

recording

and

Other
of

significant
Non-Executive

rebellions
Director

support of 75% of shares voted, but
Clear-out at Deutsche Bank

only received 64.3%. 

reporting of shareholder votes in board
elections would support the integrity of

Both co-CEOs at Deutsche Bank have

the board election process.

resigned, to be replaced by turnaround
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